Buying an Audience: Justifying the Regulation of Campaign Expenditures that Buy Access to Voters

This Comment suggests a new constitutional approach to the regulation of political expenditures. The approach pushes beyond the question of whether political expenditures are more like “speech” or more like “property”¹ and instead focuses on which types of expenditures fit into each category. Some expenditures, but not all, are necessary to create speech. These “speech-enabling” expenditures cannot be meaningfully disentangled from the communication they make possible. Other expenditures, however, provide something of value aside from the speech itself as an incentive for individuals to listen to the speech. The classic example is expenditures on advertising, which reach listeners or viewers because they wish to consume the content with which the advertising is packaged. These “audience-buying” expenditures function as property and consequently deserve less protection. Courts should uphold campaign finance regulations that are closely tailored to protecting speech-enabling expenditures while regulating audience-buying expenditures in order to enhance political equality.

Individuals and organizations with access to financial resources to buy advertising can offer audiences an attractive exchange: viewers need not pay for television programs they wish to watch because they also watch the commercials packaged along with them. Advertisers usually do not pay their audience directly, but instead pay intermediary media organizations, which in turn offer audiences content they value. Though indirect, this method of providing an incentive is functionally the same as offering a DVD with entertaining content or anything else the audience values as an incentive to view the advertisement. Unlike those who can afford to advertise, those with fewer resources can reach only those who are interested in receiving their

message without such an additional incentive. They can earn an audience, but not buy one.

This Comment accepts the need for incentives to encourage the public to tune in to a larger number or greater variety of political messages than they otherwise would. It suggests, however, that courts should give the legislative branch leeway to design regulatory frameworks for such incentives—frameworks that would enhance political equality without compromising the First Amendment’s core protection of expenditures necessary to engage in political speech.

Without advocating that all messages should receive equal attention regardless of their relative value, popularity, or speakers’ intensity of feeling, campaign finance reform proponents rightly suggest that government intervention regarding political expenditures is necessary to preserve political equality. These advocates generally fail, however, to distinguish among different kinds of political expenditures. They therefore present proposals that inevitably require difficult tradeoffs among the constitutional interests in individual autonomy, robust debate, and political equality. Reformers can reduce the tension between these interests by exempting from new regulation speech-enabling expenditures required for basic acts of expression and focusing instead on reducing the political inequality produced by unequal ability to expend money on buying an audience.

I. PAST ATTEMPTS TO BALANCE CONSTITUTIONAL INTERESTS IN CAMPAIGN FINANCE DECISIONS

From the moment the Supreme Court struck down campaign expenditure limits in *Buckley v. Valeo*\(^3\) to today, judicial opinions and academic scholarship have criticized *Buckley* for equating money with speech.\(^4\) This critique has not persuaded a majority of the Court, which in several recent decisions has continued to apply strict scrutiny to campaign finance regulations on First Amendment grounds.\(^5\) Indeed, few reformers would defend the proposition that political expenditures and First Amendment rights are totally unrelated. Unless reformers are willing to defend the constitutionality of a law limiting a

\(^2\) See infra Part II.

\(^3\) 424 U.S. 1 (1976).


campaign's total expenditures to a single dollar, they must come up with a principled basis for distinguishing expenditures that deserve First Amendment protections from those that do not.

In the absence of such a principle for distinguishing between expenditures that should be treated as property and expenditures that should be treated as speech, the Court has created odd compromises among the "competing constitutionally protected interests" of free speech, equality, and democracy. After Buckley held that contribution limits burden constitutional interests less severely than total expenditure limits, the Supreme Court has tended to focus on the form and level of regulation instead of the nature of the expenditures that would be regulated. The Court inquires into whether expenditures are made in coordination with campaigns or independently and whether contribution limits are high enough for "effective campaigning" or are "too low and too strict." These distinctions seem artificial because the questions of who contributes or spends money and in what amounts seem tangential to the question of whether the spending impinges on fundamental rights or democratic values.

The Supreme Court's most recent major campaign finance cases, Randall v. Sorrell, FEC v. Wisconsin Right to Life, Inc. (WRTL), and FEC v. Davis, demonstrate that these artificial distinctions are unstable and are beginning to erode. Prior to these cases, the Supreme Court had never found any contribution limits to be "too low"; it had rejected a facial challenge to the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act's (BCRA) limitation on "electioneering communications" by independent groups; and it had given Congress significant latitude to offer incentives for candidates to accept public funding. In Randall, however, the plurality struck down Vermont's contribution limits for placing too heavy a burden on society's interest in competitive and adequately funded elections. In WRTL, the Court held that independently
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10. 548 U.S. at 248.
14. 548 U.S. at 261 ("[T]he Act burdens First Amendment interests by threatening to inhibit effective advocacy by those who seek election, particularly challengers; its contribution
run political advertisements that were not the "functional equivalent of express advocacy"—a category it defined narrowly—were exempt from BCRA's limitations. In *Davis*, the Court struck down the "Millionaire's Amendment," which raised contribution limits for opponents of self-financing candidates, holding that the law would "impermissibly burden" the self-financing candidate's First Amendment rights. While the Court has not yet accepted Justice Thomas's libertarian view of the First Amendment in campaign finance, these cases have significantly narrowed the possibilities for meaningful campaign finance regulation. In the wake of these decisions, campaign finance reformers must identify a new method for distinguishing between protected expenditures and expenditures that can be regulated. Without such a method, unregulated expenditures by independent groups could quickly overtake regulated spending by candidates, even if the public financing system is significantly improved.

II. RECONCILING POLITICAL EQUALITY AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The debate over campaign finance regulation often centers on two important constitutional disputes. First, campaign finance reforms are often justified as necessary to enhance political equality, which despite the absence

limits mute the voice of political parties; they hamper participation in campaigns through volunteer activities . . . .
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of explicit constitutional language, the Supreme Court has acknowledged as a “fundamental principle of representative government in this country.” Proponents of reform argue that because one purpose of politics is to contest how much economic equality we will tolerate in our society, existing economic inequalities cannot play too great a role in politics. Allowing individuals who have more resources to pay their fellow citizens for the opportunity to persuade them gives these individuals just such an advantage.

Second, reformers generally acknowledge that political equality is in tension with a view of the First Amendment that requires completely unfettered political expenditures, but dispute whether that is the proper interpretation of the First Amendment. They advance a collectivist, listener-focused conception of the First Amendment advocated by Alexander Meiklejohn. This collectivist conception finds the First Amendment’s purpose not in “individual self-actualization, but rather the preservation of democracy ... as a means or instrument of collective self-determination” that “allows people to vote intelligently and freely, aware of all the options and in possession of all the relevant information.” This view contrasts markedly with a conception of the First Amendment that focuses on individual autonomy and emphasizes the role speaking plays in providing democratic legitimacy by giving citizens a feeling of “authorship” in collective decisionmaking and the
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"warranted conviction that they are engaged in the process of determining their own fate."}\(^{26}\)

This Comment does not attempt to resolve either of these theoretical disputes among competing constitutional priorities. Instead, it advocates an approach that acknowledges the importance of each. Regulating expenditures that buy an audience while exempting speech-enabling expenditures would allow reformers to promote political equality while maintaining open access to information and minimizing encroachments on individuals' autonomy and feeling of authorship in collective decisionmaking.

To understand why, it will be helpful to investigate how this theoretical dispute plays out in the Supreme Court's campaign finance jurisprudence. Beginning with \textit{Buckley}'s famous rejection of equality as adequate grounds for campaign finance regulation,\(^{27}\) the Court has viewed political expenditures as a means for disseminating ideas and ensuring "unfettered" discourse, stating that the First Amendment "was designed to secure the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources" and "to assure unfettered interchange of ideas."\(^{28}\) The Court did not address, and perhaps did not imagine, the possibility that campaign finance regulations could be designed to allow unlimited "dissemination" and "interchange" of ideas to those interested in hearing them, while equalizing only expenditures that buy an audience of less interested listeners as well. More recently, in \textit{Randall v. Sorrell}, opponents of campaign finance limits demonstrated an understanding that their claims are strongest when applied to expenditures required to enable acts of speech or association. They focused their arguments—with much success—on exactly such uses of money, arguing that Vermont's expenditure limits are an unprecedented, direct restraint on candidate speech. Once these low expenditure limits are exhausted, a candidate may not drive to the village green to address a rally, may not return the phone call from a reporter at the local newspaper, and may not call a neighbor to urge her to get out to vote. This Court has never


\footnotesize{27. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49 (1976) (stating that the First Amendment prevents government from restricting "the speech of some elements of our society in order to enhance the relative voice of others").}

\footnotesize{28. Id. at 49 (citations omitted).}
allowed the government to prohibit candidates from communicating this sort of relevant information during a campaign. 29

The plaintiffs convinced the Court to strike down limits on how much campaigns can spend—on advertising, administrative costs, or other large expenses—by focusing on the much tinier expenditures citizens must make to be able to participate politically, such as payments for a phone call, a postage stamp, or the fuel to attend a rally. Money does indeed fuel citizens' efforts to participate in politics in all of the small ways that reform opponents cited. But regulations need not limit that participation in order to address advertising expenditures, which continue to comprise a large proportion of campaign spending 30 and contribute significantly to political inequality.

Campaign finance reformers should find a way to accommodate the Court's hostility to regulations that limit the core political acts of speaking, listening, or associating,31 while honing in on advertisement expenditures, which indirectly implicate First Amendment interests but are not necessary for the speech to exist. By exempting expenditures needed to effectuate First Amendment activity—staff, polling, or other media production costs, for example—reformers will take the most difficult conflicts, in which guaranteeing political equality arguably would infringe on core First Amendment activities, off the table. Campaign regulations that instead exclusively target paid advertising would ameliorate First Amendment concerns and enhance citizens' opportunities to participate meaningfully and equally in politics in a manner that more appropriately balances constitutional interests. Perhaps such compromise would also make the reforms more likely to survive Supreme Court review.

III. BUYING AN AUDIENCE

The practice of buying an audience is not an invention rooted solely in the modern media age. As long as people have provided food or other free gifts at

31. See Robert Post, Reconciling Theory and Doctrine in First Amendment Jurisprudence, 88 CAL. L. REV. 2353, 2373 (2000) (arguing that courts give priority to the speaker-focused, participatory theory of democracy and therefore “will not implement the doctrinal implications of other theories when they are inconsistent with the participatory approach”).
events (from political meetings to promotions of time-share condominiums), they have been offering extrinsic incentives for others to listen to their speech. The evolution of the Internet and other technologies, however, have dramatically reduced the cost of creating messages in various media and distributing the message to nearly everyone who might wish to receive it. Once someone signs up for an organization’s e-mail list or regularly reads its website, the marginal cost of reaching that person is small or nonexistent. Although there is not yet a public access television channel for every candidate or interest group to broadcast its message for free, there is YouTube.32

Barring individuals from making the relatively modest expenditures necessary to create a message and make it accessible to others on YouTube, a public access channel, or their own website would certainly infringe core First Amendment interests. On the other hand, when speakers choose to pay to place their message as an advertisement on other websites, where people will view it as a byproduct of their interest in those websites’ other content, that additional expenditure provides an incentive external to the value the audience believes the message itself holds.33 Such an additional expenditure is not a necessary predicate of the speech. For that reason, legislators should be given leeway to strike a different balance when regulating paid advertising.

IV. BUYING AN AUDIENCE VIOLATES DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES

Elected leaders are, at least in some ways, agents of voters. As a result, these leaders’ decisions to sell access to those seeking to influence them violate their proper role and betray the public trust. This principal-agent problem may appear to be inapplicable to voters, who presumably can represent their own interests when deciding what incentives to accept, which messages to listen to, and how to vote. If decisions are compromised because voters accept bribes to

32. Technological innovation has a dramatic potential to enhance the ability of individuals or organizations with minimal resources to create and disseminate speech. No matter how great the proliferation of blogs, video-sharing websites, and other forms of media, however, any inequality in the ability of speakers to buy an audience that persists will continue to affect political discourse, both on the Internet and in traditional media.

33. It is not always possible to distinguish perfectly whether a particular expenditure is “speech-enabling” or “buys an audience.” Hiring a talented actor for one’s commercial may increase the message’s effectiveness because the actor explains the idea more clearly or because viewers are less likely to change the channel as they believe the actor will make the commercial entertaining, even if they doubt they will find the message worthwhile. Legislatures need not define the exact contours of the grey areas to pass regulations that target areas clearly outside of it, particularly those aimed at the price of placing an advertisement after it is created.
hear particular messages that might bias their decisions, a libertarian might argue, then we should allow voters to decide whether the value of the bribe is great enough to offset the effects of that bias.

This libertarian argument should be rejected because a vote is not solely an instrument for serving a voter’s own interests. Our laws against vote buying demonstrate that the right to vote is not a license to do with one’s vote whatever one might choose. Voters should not be allowed to abrogate their duty to help determine what is best for the populace, even if they would like to do so in exchange for some private benefit. As Pamela Karlan explains,

[T]he right to vote is not given to an individual solely for his or her own benefit. And if voting is in part a delegation of power from the community, as well as a mechanism for delegating popular sovereignty to public officials, then prohibiting voters from selling their votes resembles prohibiting officials from selling their offices. Voters also occupy a position of public trust, and their votes are thus not simply theirs to sell.

If voters serve as agents for one another, then allowing others to buy access to them is just as problematic as allowing them to buy access to legislators.

Reform skeptics, such as Kathleen M. Sullivan, question whether “political finance sufficiently resembles voting as to be regulable by the equality norms that govern voting” or if, as the Buckley Court analogized, “political finance more resembles political speech than voting.” In support of the second view, Sullivan argues that “speakers generally have equal rights to be free of government censorship, but not to command the attention of other listeners.... [L]egislative restrictions on political speech may not be predicated on the ground that the political speaker will have too great a communicative impact.” It is certainly true that speakers do not have equal rights to “command the attention of listeners,” if that phrase implies that listeners must give all speakers or all ideas equal attention, regardless of merit. Speakers should, however, have equally limited ability to purchase the

37. Id. at 673.
attention of listeners when those listeners do not believe a speaker's message itself is worthy of their attention.

Given this understanding of the role of voters, political advertising is different from typical advertising for consumer products, which is more loosely regulated, in one key respect. Advertisements for consumer products may lead individuals to make poor consumer choices, but we permit them to make their own decisions in this context. When individuals consume media with political advertising, however, they receive all of the benefits, but few of the costs. If the "bribe" of free content causes them to consume messages that are less reliable, relevant, or unbiased than they otherwise would, the resulting harm to their decision-making abilities is a public harm that spreads beyond their own personal welfare. Unregulated political advertising, therefore, provides individuals with disproportionate incentives to listen and respond politically to those who have succeeded in the economic marketplace, irrespective of whether they would otherwise find it worthwhile to give their arguments a hearing. If the negative externalities of a polluting industry justify governmental intervention, so too do the effects of allowing potential voters to sell their attention to the speakers who can pay the largest bribe.

In comparison to expenditures that enable speech, expenditures that buy an audience should be regulated more stringently. There is widespread concern over the problematic practice of using campaign donations or gifts to "buy access" to elected leaders. If those advocating one side of an issue have greater access to public officials, as those who make larger contributions generally do, this additional access increases their potential to influence legislative outcomes. While legal regulations already partially restrict those who might
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40. Empirical studies have shown that there is some evidence that contributions affect legislative outcomes. See, e.g., Richard L. Hall, Equalizing Expenditures in Congressional Campaigns: A Proposal, 6 ELECTION L.J. 145, 160 (2007) ("[A] little access can go a long way, depending on the group's lobbying strategy. Access often gives a group or individual or industry the opportunity to subsidize the legislative effort of busy members on issues where member and group have coincident interests."); Thomas Stratmann, Some Talk: Money in Politics. A
wish to buy access to legislators, less attention has been devoted to the same dynamic as it pertains to those who buy an audience with voters. If elected leaders should get information from those they believe to be best informed or most representative, rather than listening to those who pay them (or their campaigns) the most, potential voters who elect those leaders should be seen as having the same obligation.

Not all Americans will voluntarily tune in to C-SPAN. Providing incentives to listen to political speech performs an important public function by encouraging citizens who otherwise would tune out political debate to acquire at least some knowledge relevant to their role as potential voters as a byproduct of consuming other media content. The method for determining which messages to subsidize and to what extent, however, must reflect our society's bedrock principle of political equality. An approach to political expenditures that allows those who control more resources to have more influence over the extent to which various messages are subsidized violates this principle. Instead, government structures should be established to supply these incentives, but on a more equal basis, as befits a democracy in which all citizens are presumed to be equally important.

CONCLUSION

Alexander Meiklejohn famously argued that the First Amendment's central purpose was to ensure not that "everyone shall speak, but that everything worth saying shall be said." This Comment has advocated a different ideal: everyone shall be able to speak and to listen to speech they find worthwhile, but everyone shall also have a more equal ability to pay to be heard. Limiting citizens' ability to provide one another with incentives to hear political speech does not violate the First Amendment or compromise individual autonomy as long as citizens can decide what they will say and which speech they would like to hear. Allowing citizens to direct some form of public subsidy to certain

(Partial) Review of the Literature, 124 PUB. CHOICE 135, 144, 146 (2005). Even the judgment of medical experts, whose level of relevant education certainly exceeds that of the average voter, can be affected by such techniques. See Michael G. Ziegler, Pauline Lew & Brian C. Singer, The Accuracy of Drug Information from Pharmaceutical Sales Representatives, 273 JAMA 1296 (1995) (documenting that physicians are influenced by pharmaceutical company seminars that promote particular medications, despite previous knowledge and opportunities to obtain sponsor-free medical information).

41. MEIKLEJOHN, supra note 24, at 25.
ideas,\textsuperscript{42} in order to provide incentives to other citizens to hear ideas that they might not have considered and that their fellow citizens think are important, would also further democratic and egalitarian interests. This need for some method of government subsidization, however, does not require that everyone be free to put all of their money to any political use they desire. Instead, when money is used to provide an incentive to attend to a particular political message, rather than as the necessary means for creating a message or making it accessible, the expenditure should be subject to regulation in the interest of political equality.

\textsc{ari weisbard}
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